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MEAN FREE PATH OF HEAT CARRIERS
•   KINETIC THEORY •   SPECTRUM EFFECTS
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HEAT CONDUCTION AT NANOSCALE
• Phonon Mean Free Path in Silicon: 400-3000 Å
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• de Broglie Wavelength
λ = hp
E=hν
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ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES
• Nonequilibrium among phonons
What does the equivalent temperature mean to lattice?
• Nonequilibrium between electrons and phonons
Not fully explored, potential energy conversion applications
• Transport at a single interface
Limiting the predicative power of all simulations.
• Spectral-dependent relaxation time of heat carriers
Relaxation time in bulk materials not accurate
• Wave vs. particle descriptions of heat carriers
• Predicative power from nano to macroscales
• Coupled phonon, electron, and photon transport
• Creating new applications in energy conversion, 
information storage, and thermal management
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